
Welcome to the Key Stage 1  

Phonics & SPAG ParentWorkshop

Wednesday 11thNovember2020



What is SPAG?

Spelling, Punctuation  

and Grammar

When we study Grammar, we study the rules about  

how words change their form and combine with other  

words to make sentences.



The curriculum

The revised National Curriculum for English places a 
much stronger emphasis on  vocabulary development, 
grammar, punctuation  and spelling.

Expectations have been raised in each year group with  
many aspects having to be taught at least a year earlier than 
in  the previous curriculum.

Pupils are expected to recognise and use the 
grammatical  terminology appropriate to their year
group.



How is Avanti House teachingSPAG?

As much as possible, it will be incorporated into  
English lessons and other subjects whererelevant

There will also be discrete lessons to teach  
specific terms andconcepts

Revised throughout the academic year as the 
younger children need regularreinforcement

Practised within guided readingsessions and  
phonicsessions as well to consolidate learning.



Spellings -Phonics: Year 1Focus

Huge emphasis – fundamental basis of reading and writing – phonics is 
a  body of knowledge which enables pupils to read and spell words.

The learning continues from Nursery/Reception

Phonics taught discretely

Involves learning the phonemes –units of sounds such as ai , igh , ea , ow

Decoding forreading words and sentences

Home Reading–use of Bug Club (or own books) to enhance pleasure of 
reading regularly and practise these decoding skills is vital and reading            
10 -15minutes a day is essential!

Using the phonics knowledge to spell words when writing

Tricky Words / Common Exception Words are not decodable

Information has already been given out this academic year.  See link on our 
website: https://avanti.org.uk/avantihouse-primary/phonics/.

https://avanti.org.uk/avantihouse-primary/phonics/


Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar: Year1

To leave spaces betweenwords

Recognise capital letters and full stops when reading and name them correctly

Begin to use the termsentence

Know that a line of writing is not necessarily asentence

To use full stops correctly to demarcate sentences

To use a capital letter for the personal pronoun and the start of asentence

To join words and join sentences using ‘and’ (conjunctions)

Recognise full stops and capital letters when reading and understand how they 
affect the  way a passage is read

To recognise other common uses of capitalisation e.g. for personal titles, 
headings, book  titles, days of theweek

To add question marks to questions

To use exclamation marks



Spelling

Plural nounsuffixes

Adding s and es to words (plurals of nouns and third person singularof
verbs) e.g. dog, dogs; wish,wishes

Suffixes

Adding the endings (ing, ed and er) to verbs, e.g. helping, helped,  helper

Adding (er and est) to adjectives where no change isneeded

e.g. greater andgreatest.

Prefixes

How the prefix un, changes the meaning of a verb oradjective.

e.g. unkind, unhappy, untie



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar: Year2

 To use capital letters, full stops, question marks and exclamation marks
to demarcate sentences, including in the use of proper nouns.

 To identify nouns withinsentences.

 Touse nouns accurately within sentences.

 Toknow and use proper nouns.

 Tobe able to use expanded nouns phrases for description andspecification

 Touse subordination within sentences (when, if, that, because) andco-
ordination (or, and, but) for description andspecification.

 To know what an adjective is.

 Toidentify adjectives withinsentences.

 Touse adjectives accurately withinsentences.



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar: Year2
 Learn how to use sentences with different forms; statement, question, exclamation

or command.

 To use correct choice and consistent use of present and past tense throughout  
writing.

 To use the progressive form of verbs in the present and past tense to mark actionsin
progress (e.g. she is drumming, he wasshouting).

 To know what a verbis

 To identify verbs withinsentences

 To use verbs accurately withinsentences

 To write sentences with subject-verb agreements

 To correct sentences with subject-verb agreements that areincorrect

 To use apostrophes to mark where letters are missing in spelling and to marksingular
possession innouns.

 To use commas to separate items in alist

 Selecting correct punctuation to end a sentence (!...?.)



Suffixes

Formation of nouns using suffixes such as –ness, –er.

Formation of adjectives using suffixes such as –ful, -less, -ment

Use of the suffix –er and –est

Use of the adverb –ly

 Visit the SPAG tab on https://avanti.org.uk/avantihouse-
primary/year-2/ for specific information to support you help 
our children – there are some links as well if you click on 
certain words.

Spelling

https://avanti.org.uk/avantihouse-primary/year-2/


Some words are exceptions and do not follow the normal rules of phonics. These are called 
common exception words. Also, previously known about ‘tricky words’. 

The government have give these words, which the children are expected to know how to read 
and spell independently.

Common exception words



It is important to know the difference in the meaning between 
homophones and how to use them in the correct context.

 For example -there/their/they’re, here/hear, quite/quiet, 
see/sea, bare/bear, one/won, sun/son, to/too/two, be/bee, 
blue/blew, night/knight

Homophones and near Homophones



In contractions, the apostrophe shows where a letter or 
letters would have been if the word was written in full.

 For example -can’t, didn’t, hasn’t, couldn’t, it’s, I’ll

Possessive apostrophe for singular nouns –
apostrophe which shows possession or belonging.

 For example - Megan’s, Ravi’s, the girl’s, the child’s, 
the man’s

Contractions and possessive apostrophe



We teach reading through the reading skills dogs. These dogs 
support Vocabulary, Inference, Prediction, Sequencing 
and Retrieval – the five skills needed to develop good 
reading and comprehension. 

Reading Skills















Assessment Changes 2016

 In  line with  the  newcurriculum and raised expectations, there will  
be new national curriculum tests for grammar, punctuation and  
spellings inYears 2 introduced in 2016.

For your child to do well in the SPaG tests, they don’t just have to be 
good at writing; they also need a technical understanding of how  the 
English language works, including the correct grammatical  
terminology.



Sample Questions





How can you help at home

Read with and to your child – allsorts of text including non-fiction and poetry, 
allowing the children to skim and scan the text asyouread.

Extend theirvocabularyby discussing new vocabulary and their meanings.

Practise spelling homework and revisit it several weekslater.

Reinforce handwriting.

Encourage your child to write for pleasure (in sentences).

Lots of information on the website for parents in this key stage including videos         
and questions to ask your children when reading.

Another link you will find useful is: https://avanti.org.uk/avantihouse-
primary/reading/.

https://avanti.org.uk/avantihouse-primary/reading/


Thank you forattending.

Hare Krishna.


